Tumour-derived microvesicles modulate biological activity of human monocytes.
Tumour cells are shedding membrane fragments (tumour-derived microvesicles, TMV) that may interact with cells of immune system. Our previous observations indicated that TMV carry several surface determinants and mRNA of tumour cells and transfer some of them to monocytes. This study determined the effect of TMV on biological activity of human monocytes as the precursors of tumour infiltrating macrophages (TIM). It was found that TMV activated monocytes as shown by an increased HLA-DR expression, induced production of ROI (reactive oxygen intermediates) and of tumour necrosis factor (TNF), interleukin (IL)-10, IL-12p40 accumulation of mRNA and their secretion. Induction of TNF synthesis was CD44 dependent as blocking of CD44 on monocytes abolished its secretion. TMV-treated monocytes showed an increased antitumour activity as judged by enhanced cytotoxicity/cytostasis against tumour cells in vitro. Taken together, these results indicate that TMV significantly modulate biological activity of monocytes and thus mimic the effect of tumour cells on them. This may suggest that tumour cells interact with TIM not only via direct contact, soluble factors, but also TMV.